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Wonder, mysticism, heartache, and joy are the stones that set the path to one girl's journey as

her destiny unfolds.In the village of Huanan, in medieval China, the deity that rules is the Great

Huli Jing. Though twelve-year-old Li Jing's name is a different character entirely from the Huli

Jing, the sound is close enough to provide constant teasing-but maybe is also a source of

greater destiny and power. Jing's life isn't easy. Her father is a poor tea farmer, and her family

has come to the conclusion that in order for everyone to survive, Jing must be sacrificed for the

common good. She is sold as a bride to the Koh family, where she will be the wife and

nursemaid to their three-year-old son, Ju'nan. It's not fair, and Jing feels this bitterly, especially

when she is treated poorly by the Koh's, and sold yet again into a worse situation that leads

Jing to believe her only option is to run away, and find home again. With the help of a spider

who weaves Jing a means to escape, and a nightingale who helps her find her way, Jing

embarks on a quest back to Huanan--and to herself.
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two years ago that I would be married the year I turned eleven, I would’ve laughed at them and

said, “But boys are filthy and stupid, like oxen! I shan’t get married. Besides, my baba loves me

more than any husband in the world could.”But that was before.It was early spring, and for my

eleventh birthday, Grandmama had agreed to slaughter a chicken—something more than our

regular rice gruel, mantou buns, legumes, and bland corn broth. Just for me!But when

everyone sat down, the topic of marriage came to join us at our table. Aunt Mei was telling

Baba about this maiden in the village who recently got engaged to a nice family, but Baba only

nodded and gazed intently into his bowl as though trying to count the grains of rice in it.I dared

to interrupt. “What will happen to Lingling after she gets married, Baba?” I’d long ago learned

that if I directed my questions or comments at Baba, I would be less likely to get reprimanded

for interrupting a grown-up conversation. Baba never minded my questions, and would even

laugh if my comments were witty.But this time, Baba did not even look at me. Instead, he

started chewing on the ends of his wooden chopsticks.My heart plummeted faster than a rock

down a ravine. I stopped eating. “Baba, what happens after someone gets married?”Baba

looked around at the other grown-ups, but when both Grandmama and Aunt Mei said nothing,

he sighed and scratched at the stubble on his neck. “Well, Jing…when a girl gets married, she

leaves her family and goes to live with another.”Immediately, Wei’s hand clasped mine

underneath the table. My little brother didn’t like the idea any more than I did. Leave my family

to live with someone else? I imagined waking up one day with a completely different family—

voices I didn’t know, faces I didn’t recognize, people I didn’t care about. I’d hate them. I’d be

miserable.I gave Baba what he usually called my I-know-better look. “Then I don’t ever want to

get married. I want to stay here forever.”“Don’t be silly, child!” Aunt Mei cried, flourishing the

sharp end of her chopsticks just inches from my nose. A single grain of rice spewed out of her

mouth and landed on the plum-sauce-roasted chicken. “What a disgrace to the Li family you’ll

be if you don’t get married,” she continued. “When the time comes, you will wed.”To my

surprise, even Grandmama nodded as she picked up a piece of pickled carrot. “We will have to

start looking for a suitable family soon.”Aunt Mei probably needed a suitable family more than I

did. But I knew better than to answer back, for it was seen as great disrespect for children to do

so.Aunt Mei was Baba’s older sister, and had been married to Uncle Tai, a blacksmith in our

village. Having no in-laws, she eventually came back to live with us after Uncle Tai died at war

nine years ago. No one ever mentioned that Aunt Mei should remarry, but back when she was

still alive, Mama had told me that men rarely considered widowed or divorced women as wives



because they were thought to bring bad luck. One time I asked, “Why then do we keep Aunt

Mei with us if she’s bad luck?” and Mama had hitched on such a stern look that I never dared

ask again.After breakfast, Wei and I kneeled in front of the small wooden altar on the ground

beside our front door. On it were three tablets carved out of bamboo: two of them belonged to

deities—Guan Yin, the goddess of mercy, and the Great Golden Huli Jing, the guardian fox jing

of our village. The last one was Mama’s mortuary tablet, and on it were the words, written in

red: Here be the place of early departed daughter-in-law of Li—Wu Caihua.I brought my hands

together, holding a lit incense stick, and bowed thrice. I closed my eyes.Mama, I don’t want to

go to another family. Please watch over me; don’t let me leave you.Finally, I stuck my incense

into the incense holder, moved back, and touched my forehead to the ground in a kowtow.Then

Pan began to wail from his reed cradle, and from the fitful way he cried, I could tell he was

uncomfortable from wetting himself. I hurried with a clean rag into the room Wei and I shared.

At about twenty moons, Pan was still a wrinkly little thing. His nose turned slightly upward like a

pig’s snout, especially whenever he cried, which was why I called him Zhuzhu.Ever since

Mama left us after giving birth to Pan, I had been put in charge of caring for him. Wei and I had

believed the reason we lost Mama was because of Pan. The midwife said that Mama had bled

too much. But Grandmama did not take the responsibility away from me even though I hated it

so much. I had sulked and cried and sulked. I hated the idea of Pan replacing Mama in our

family, and Grandmama would often scold me for being neglectful in my babysitting. On my

cruelest day, I even left Pan in the daisy field on purpose, thinking that wolves could have

him.But no one ever found out my horrid deed, because as I left, my heart started to feel as

though someone was using a soy grinder on it.Pan was only a baby. He never meant to cause

Mama’s death. He hadn’t asked to be born. Mama had birthed him out of love, and here I was,

trying to harm the son for whom she had given her life. Would I really dishonor my mother like

that?I had gone back for Pan. And from then on, I made a promise that I would love him as

much as Mama would have if she were alive. I would be the mama Pan would never have, and

in that way, I kept Mama alive in my heart.“Zhuzhu, it’s time for breakfast,” I crooned as I

nudged a spoon of rice gruel mixed with goat’s milk to his mouth. Then Baba poked his head

into the room. “Jing, come down to the farm later. It’s time to dry out the tea leaves.”Wei let out

a squeal and my heart missed a couple of beats. Was Baba finally allowing us to help with tea

drying? But there was something else.“Baba, are we going up to the Huli Jing shrine today?”It

was the first week of spring on the lunar calendar, which was when every family in the village

prepared offerings from our harvests and produce to pay homage to the tutelary spirit of

Huanan village—a powerful five-tailed fox jing known as the Great Golden Huli Jing.Sure

enough, Baba nodded. “Yes, after noon. Aunt Mei is helping Grandmama prepare our offerings,

so I’ll need your help on the farm. Don’t be too long.”There was a knowing grin on Baba’s face

as he left, and I couldn’t wait for tea-drying time. After Zhuzhu finished his food, I placed him in

his wooden playpen, where Grandmama could watch him from the kitchen, and I dashed out

the front door with Wei behind me.Our village was small, with only two streets—a wider one

that led to the village square, where there was a cluster of hawker stalls, and a smaller dirt

path that went an entire circle around the village, leading to the wooden huts of twenty-nine

families. I always thought this made a shape like a copper coin—a circle with a square in the

center. Wei and I weaved in and out among the stalls on the bustling street. I barely dodged

Peng’s flower cart, heaped with early violet columbines.Huanan village was settled halfway up

the east side of a hill. Behind our house was higher ground, and a stream running from farther

up the hill provided the irrigation our farmlands needed. Beyond the bamboo fences that

surrounded our village were patches of carefully plowed land. Each family had their own plot,



and in ours, Baba grew simple crops such as jujubes, prunes, tea leaves, and various

legumes.The farm was always busiest during the day. When we arrived, villagers already

dotted the entire plot like sesame seeds on rice, wide-brimmed straw hats pulled over their

heads to keep out the sun. We found Baba in our harvest shed, checking on the condition of

the tea leaves we had picked a few days ago. The young flushes had been loosely scattered on

straw-woven trays, and Baba had a small pinch of them under his nose. The room was airy and

filled with the slightly stale scent of wilted tea leaves. I walked up to another tray and rolled a

little pinch of leaves gently between my fingers.Still slightly springy but dry around the edges…I

could be wrong, but they should be ready for the wok.Sure enough, Baba gave a satisfied

grunt. “These will make a fine batch of black tea indeed. It’s time to dry them out completely.

Wei, go get our biggest wok.”Wei practically floated out of the shed, and I could see why. Black

tea was popular and usually sold for a lot of money, especially in the colder seasons.

Harvesting a good batch at this time of the year could easily mean a more comfortable

winter.By the time Wei came back with a metal wok as big as a cart wheel, Baba had already

moved a few trays outside, and we were making heat from a pile of embers inside a stack of

bricks.“Baba, Grandmama says we need to head over to the shrine soon,” Wei reported as I

helped him set up the wok. “We won’t have time to finish drying all of them.”Baba nodded,

placing his bare hands on the wok to test the heat. After making sure the temperature was just

right, he tossed in the first tray of leaves. “Well, we’ll get at least a few trays done so some of

them can be given to the shrine as part of our offering.”No.Our family had hardly enough to

feed ourselves as it was; couldn’t Baba see that offering the tutelary spirit such good crops that

would otherwise earn us money was a horrible waste? This was unfair. This was ridiculous.

Couldn’t the fox jing get food for itself? Why did it have to depend on our offerings? I couldn’t

help telling Baba exactly what I thought.“Jing, you mustn’t speak disrespectfully of the Great

Golden Huli Jing.”Even when berating me, Baba managed to sound gentle. With his bare

hands, he began to deftly toss and stir the black curly flushes in the wok. “The pact between

Huanan village and its spirit guardian goes back more than thirty years. Our village owes the

Golden Huli Jing a great debt.”“I know, I know,” I cut Baba off and squatted to fan the embers

underneath the wok with a straw fan. “If not for the Huli Jing, we wouldn’t be here at all…” I’d

heard the story so many times I could tell it backward. Every child in the village grew up

listening to the tale about how the Great Golden Huli Jing saved Huanan from a fatal bandit

raid some thirty years ago.I wondered if Baba would berate me some more for interrupting, but

he only nodded. “I understand why you do not feel the same way. But the grown-ups in Huanan

view our guardian much in the same way as the people of Song view our Emperor Taizu, who

ended the upheaval of the Ten Kingdoms and birthed our glorious Dynasty of Song. So, to

Baba at least, that incident thirty years ago was truly something else…I was hardly older than

you myself when it happened.”For Baba’s benefit, I tried to imagine what it would’ve felt like to

have seen the epic battle with my own eyes. In my mind, I was atop the village watchtower like

Baba had been, just behind the outer fences, shielding my face against the howling storm as a

line of burning torches encircled the village. The trepidation was real, just like the relief must’ve

been, when in the nick of time, a giant five-tailed fox jing had appeared and fought off the ring

of fifty bandits before they could raid and burn the entire village. Such a narrow escape from

death would not have been forgotten easily.Wei leaped off his perch on a wooden stool. “Baba,

if I were you, I’d have jumped off that watchtower like this and given those bandits a few good

whacks with my shovel!” he exclaimed as he kicked and punched the air in front of him. “I

wouldn’t have needed any old huli jing to save me.”Baba only laughed as he tossed the tea

leaves with his bare hands, not seeming to mind the heat from the wok at all. He was tough like



that. People even called him The Man of the Iron Palm.Thin wisps of steam from the drying

flushes rose above the wok, carrying a fresh, woody aroma. I took a deep whiff. Did I still feel

that the huli jing didn’t deserve our expensive black tea? To be honest, I wasn’t entirely sure I

liked the idea much more than I had moments before, but at least now I understood that some

promises, like the one our village chief made to the Great Golden Huli Jing about seasonal

offerings, had to be kept. It was a question of honor.Baba rose from his seat all of a sudden

and gestured at me as he emptied the wok and tossed in a third tray of flushes. “Put on a pair

of gloves. You’re old enough to try this. And maybe we can offer yours to the shrine.”Wei

squealed and jumped up and down as though Baba had spoken to him. “Can I try, too? Please,

Baba?”I couldn’t help grinning when Baba shook his head. “You’re only eight. Wait till you’re a

little older. Let’s watch your jiejie and see how she does.”I leaned over to Wei when Baba

wasn’t looking. “I’ll let you try once I get the hang of it.” I winked.Wei giggled and held out his

right thumb. “Promise?”I pressed mine to his and we slapped our palms thrice. It was a little

thing we came up with called the Sibling Oath.The thick fabric gloves felt prickly as I pulled

them on, but before I could get to work, Aunt Mei appeared around the corner, and the

eggplant look on her face as she approached us told me that I wasn’t going to like what she

had to say.“Tao, surely you’re not going to waste your time teaching her this?”A frown formed

between Baba’s eyebrows. “I don’t see why not.”Aunt Mei folded her arms and gave a laugh

that sounded like a mating baboon. “Why? Because in a year or so, Jing will go to another

family, and then what use will your lesson be? It’s always more worthwhile to teach your sons;

surely you know that?”From his face, I really couldn’t tell what Baba was thinking, but his next

words put a big smile on my face.“Wei and Pan are too young. And besides, I think my

daughter can do just as good as any boy.”A flight of steps made from horizontally placed logs

led to the shrine farther up the mountain. Wei and I both knew there were eighty-nine of them,

but we still liked to count with a beat as we skipped up each one. The grown-ups walked ahead

of us, Zhuzhu sleeping soundly on Aunt Mei’s back.We wouldn’t be the only family visiting the

shrine today, so I wasn’t surprised when we heard a singsong taunt.“Li Jing, Li Jing, Huli

Jing!”It was Lu Shang—someone I wished I could grind into soy milk. I turned around with a

hand on my hip so it would look like I didn’t care. Wei stuck out a tongue at him, but I kept my

face straight and said, “I see your mother forgot to sew your mouth shut this morning.”Wei burst

into laughter and the smirk disappeared from Lu Shang’s face as he struggled to think of a

comeback but, of course, couldn’t. Boys loved making fun of my name, but most of them did

not have very quick wits.“You won’t sound so cocky when I beat you at the tree-climbing match

later, Huli Jing,” Lu Shang said before shuffling off, tugging on the leash around the neck of a

young goat.“Bet you won’t!” Wei stuck his tongue out after him. Now why do you suppose the

Great Golden Huli Jing’s name had to sound so much like mine? Couldn’t Mama have thought

of something else to call me? Li Jing and Huli Jing—with only one measly syllable of a

difference, she was practically asking for kids to poke fun at her daughter.“Why can’t I have

your name?” I grumbled at my brother and kicked a pebble in the general direction of the

stream that flowed right by the shrine and down toward our village. Baba saw this and told Aunt

Mei and Grandmama to go ahead of us. I crossed my arms and looked away. I wasn’t about to

be convinced.Baba kneeled to my height and took my hand. “Jing, you should always be proud

of your name. Your mother chose it with great care. A different word from the guardian’s.” Baba

picked up a twig and told Wei to write two words on the ground:Then he tapped on the left

character. “This is you, and it has a completely different meaning.”I kept my arms crossed. “I

know, Baba, but it doesn’t stop monkeys like Lu Shang from calling me names.”Baba got up

with a smile and hurried us on. “I won’t try to convince you any further, but I hope someday you



will change your mind. Because regardless of whether you like it, it is still a part of you.”A brass

gong hung near the entrance of the shrine, and worshippers rang it with a soft mallet before

entering. Mama used to say that it was supposed to alert the deity residing within that

someone had come to pray. My hands itched. Wei and I loved taking turns doing that, often

more than once, and often until Yue Shenpo, our village shamaness, came out yelling at us.

But today was different.Today I was eleven. And I had my own tea leaves to offer the guardian.

I shouldn’t act childishly.Wei dashed up the last few steps to reach the gong, and I called out,

“Only once, Wei.”He turned to look at me, his left brow twitching a little. “Why? You love doing it

yourself.”Now what could I do to deter him? I slid my shoulders back a little more so I looked

taller. “I’m not doing it anymore. I don’t want Shenpopo to come at me with her walking stick. I

heard from Lu Shang when he’d stolen peaches from the shrine that it hurts really bad…”Wei

gulped and sullenly rang the gong just once. It produced a deep, reverberating chime. Great

Golden Huli Jing, here we come.We stepped into the front yard where the stone well stood in

the center. Wei and I reached into the bucket beside the well and tossed prayer coins into it.

When mine made a little splash, I brought my hands together. I probably should have wished to

never be married, considering our family’s unpleasant conversation earlier, but all I

remembered was:I wish I had a prettier name that no one could make fun of.Then we headed

into the shrine after the grown-ups, kicking off our fabric shoes before stepping onto the

veranda. I followed the crowd toward the right side of the entrance hall, where the offerings

were left so that Yue Shenpo could bless them later. I placed my box of tea leaves next to our

family’s offerings. The air was thick with the rich smell of sandalwood from the incense that was

burning.On the lacquered altar, behind rows of red candles and positioned between two giant

sticks of incense thicker than my arm, was the statue of the Great Golden Huli Jing. It reached

all the way up to the ceiling and looked old. Baba said that was because it was made of

bronze, but that wasn’t the most peculiar thing about it. The statue had the head of a fox, set

on the shoulders of a man clad in warrior’s armor, with five fox tails behind it. The sculptor

must’ve been drunk while working on our statue, because it looked nothing like how Baba

described the guardian, who looked like an actual fox, but stood as tall as a farming horse, with

a snowy-white chest, a coat of brilliant golden fur, piercing emerald-green eyes, and five

majestic white-tipped tails that fanned out behind it like a halo.Yue Shenpo was sitting at her

desk next to the altar with a thick fortune-telling manual. People formed a line to have their

fortunes told—something the grown-ups seemed to love. Wei and I never understood enough

to care for that, but Yue Shenpo was a very important person in the village, second only to the

chief. Baba said she was like a mix of priestess, healer, exorcist, and fortune-teller. But in her

black shaman robe with her hair pulled into a dull gray bun, she looked more like a mix of cider,

pickles, soy sauce, and sun-dried prunes.Someone behind Yue Shenpo waved at me, and

when I stood on my toes, I saw Lian. She had been standing next to the doorway that led to the

back of the shrine, handing out amulets. I turned to Wei.“Stay in line for the prayer mats.” I

ignored his protest and darted over to Lian. She looked lovely today in a red apprentice hanfu

dress, with her hair in two little buns on either side of her head.“You have to come down to the

village this evening,” I said. Yi Lian was only twelve but had no family, so she had been taken in

by Yue Shenpo and raised as her apprentice. I grabbed her hand that had several colorful

amulets dangling from it. “Lu Shang says we’re having a tree-climbing match later. You have to

come watch me beat that son of a hopping zombie,” I said. But Lian lowered her gaze.“The

shrine is really busy today, I don’t know if Shenpopo will let me…,” she murmured.Lian fidgeted

with the amulets. She really wanted to come. And why shouldn’t she if she managed to finish

her chores? “I’ll help you. Come, let’s ask Shenpopo.” I pulled her over to where Yue Shenpo



was waiting for the next villager.“Shenpopo, nin hao.” I bowed and greeted in my sweetest I-

need-something-from-a-grown-up voice.Yue Shenpo looked up from her manual and gave us

one of those smiles that always reached her gray eyes. “Ni hao, dear child. Have you presented

your offerings?”I beamed. “I brought tea leaves that I dried myself.”It was nice to see Yue

Shenpo nodding with approval.“That is very good indeed. The Great Golden Huli Jing will grant

your family a bountiful harvest this year,” she promised, then opened up her thick manual and

motioned for me to sit down. “Come.”I fidgeted with the green sash around my waist. Yue

Shenpo was looking at me very closely. Could she really tell my future just by looking? If it was

that easy, I could probably tell hers.When she reached out and swept aside the hair over my

forehead, I knew she was looking for the little red mole that nestled right in between my

eyebrows. “A divine symbol of purity, this little thing,” she said as her finger brushed over it. “But

for you, Jing, it is a bringer of change.”Of course, the most obvious question to ask was, What

kind of change? but before I could, Yue Shenpo had found the page she was looking for in her

manual. She spun it around to face me. “You’ve never had your fortune told, so let’s start with

the basics. Which character belongs to you?”I scanned the whole list of words that were all

supposed to read jing. I had never been to school and might not recognize most of the

characters, but I knew which one belonged to me. I found it near the bottom of the second

column and pointed at the one that meant crystal.Yue Shenpo peered closely at the

inscriptions under my name. “You were aptly named, child. And you should know that a good

name holds great power and often carries with it its owner’s destiny.”Grrr. I had had about

enough of grown-ups telling me to like my name.As though she’d read my mind, Yue Shenpo

smiled. “Lian often complains about how they tease you. But I can say this: It wasn’t by chance

that you were named thus.” She took my hand and patted it. “Fate is yuan, and yuan is fate. It is

like a ribbon that binds things together. And you, child, happen to share a lot of yuan with our

guardian huli jing. This ribbon of Yuan that binds you together suggests an intertwined

destiny.”“What kind of destiny, Shenpopo?” It was difficult to imagine that my fate could be in

any way bound to something I had never even seen, but Shenpopo seemed determined to be

what most grown-ups loved to be—overly mysterious.“We shall know as life unfolds,” she said

as she turned the pages of her manual. “But you can be assured that because of yuan, the

guardian will watch over you closely. And I believe you are going to need it, because it seems

you have a rare calling.” Yue Shenpo stopped at a particular page, and continued. “A calling

that will lead you to many places, and bring good to those around you…anyone but

yourself.”What kind of calling was that? It didn’t sound nice at all. Would it be rude to tell a

shamaness that you didn’t quite appreciate the fortune she told?Probably reading my thoughts

again, Shenpopo said, “I know this sounds horrid, but dear child, no matter what happens in

our lives, if we seek the home where our spirit belongs, we will always find refuge. And it’s no

use asking me where you’ll find it, because not only is it different for everyone, it is one of those

things you will have to figure out for yourself.”I didn’t quite know what else to say other than the

obvious “Thank you, Shenpopo.” So this was why only grown-ups consulted the oracle—it was

simply too difficult to understand! But now that this was over and done with…“Shenpopo, I was

wondering whether you could allow Lian to come play this evening. I know the shrine is busy,

but if I stayed and helped Lian finish her chores before sunset, could she please

come?”Shenpopo waved her hand dismissively for the next villager in line. “I can handle a few

dozen visitors without my apprentice. Just place the amulets in the basket by the main

entrance and run along with Jing after she’s done with prayers,” she said to Lian, then added,

“Be home before dark.”As we went back to the doorway, Lian’s face brightened so much I could

almost see drops of sunshine squeezing out of her eyes. “Thank you, Jing!” she said.“I want



you to come as much as you do,” I said. When I turned to go, Lian tugged on my sleeve.She

held up the little fabric amulet bags in her hands. “Here, take an amulet for blessing,” she said,

then added with a wink, “Or two, since it’s your birthday. But don’t tell Shenpopo.”I picked out

one of the red ones with pink plum blossoms embroidered on it. “What’s this one for?” My

guess would be love or something.“That one’s for romance and marriage,” said Lian, making a

face. “You don’t want that. There are also amulets for health, studies, wealth, and protection,”

she said, holding up the other colors.Marriage, hmm…I stroked my chin. Only boys went to

school, so getting the amulet for studying was silly. I took one of the bright yellow amulets with

Chinese gold ingots embroidered on it. “I’ll take the one for wealth,” I said, then stuck out my

tongue as I took a red one as well. “And a red one, only because it’s my favorite color.”“Liar!”

Lian laughed as I ran back to where Wei was.I stuffed the amulets under my waistband. I didn’t

care if I got teased; maybe this amulet could protect me from having to get married before I

was ready. When it was our turn to pray, I lit my incense and kneeled on one of the moth-eaten

cushions in front of the altar. I held up my three incenses—one for the body, one for the mind,

and one for the spirit.I closed my eyes.Great Golden Huli Jing, I am sorry for the way I have

been disrespectful toward you before today. I will continue to bring my own offerings to you

from now on, and will try not to hate my name if you make Lu Shang stop teasing me about it. I

suggest visiting him during the night and giving him a good scare. And if we really do share a

lot of yuan, please let me stay with my family forever. And help Wei and me win the tree-

climbing match later. The prize is a big, fat, juicy peach.Ai, ma! What did I just see? I rubbed

my eyes and looked again. The statue couldn’t have grinned, could it?Wei was still praying. I

scrabbled onto my tiptoes. The statue had a long snout and a mouth that pulled all the way

back. But there were no teeth, and never had been. So had I imagined that big toothy grin a

moment ago?Shenpopo said that like most jing in general, the fox jing was an elusive creature.

Since its glorious deed thirty years ago, the Great Golden Huli Jing had only shown itself again

once when the village was attacked by a pack of wolf jing during the Ghost Festival fifteen

years back. So, like most of the other kids, I had never seen our guardian in the flesh.But now I

had! Or at least a hint of it. Maybe what Shenpopo said was true; perhaps the ribbon of Yuan

did connect us. Wait till I told everyone! But would they believe me? Wei might, if I could make

the statue move again. Perhaps if I concentrated hard enough…I gazed so intensely at the

statue I must’ve looked as though I was glaring at it. Didn’t work. Was there something I wasn’t

doing right? But before I could try anything else, Wei tugged on my sleeve.“Jie! What’re you

doing? Tree. Match. Peach. Now!” he cried and dashed out of the shrine with me and Lian after

him. Mr. Huli Jing would have to wait for another day.I never did get a chance to solve my little

mystery of the grinning statue. Compared to things like the Lunar New Year, harvest season,

and Wei’s birthday, it wasn’t very high on my priority list, yuan or no yuan. And so, spring came

and went, bringing with it fair amounts of rainfall, and when the time for harvest came, Aunt Mei

returned from town one fine day with the most exciting news I had ever heard from her.“I’ll be

heading up to Xiawan early tomorrow.”“Xiawan?” Grandmama murmured, fanning off the

afternoon heat with her straw fan. “It’s that big city beyond the next mountain. It’s a good place.”

She nodded approvingly.“Yes,” said Aunt Mei, then jabbed her chin in my direction. “Jing could

come along with me if she’d like to.”I almost dropped Pan. Oh, would I love to! I wouldn’t give

this up for the emperor. “Yes!” must’ve been written all over my face, because Aunt Mei said,

“You’ll like it; it’s a lot bigger than Baihe town at the foot of the hill.”At this, Wei jumped up. “I

want to go, too! Please, Aunt Mei?”“Certainly not. You have school, and you are not about to

miss classes for something like this,” Aunt Mei scolded.“Well…can’t we all go during the

weekend?” I asked, keeping my voice tiny so Aunt Mei wouldn’t think I was challenging her. I’d



love for Wei to join us, but I didn’t want to jeopardize my own chances of going.“Ai tian!” Aunt

Mei threw her hands up in the air. “This isn’t a vacation, child. We’ll be running errands for your

baba, and that cannot wait,” she said, giving Baba a nudge. “Isn’t that right?”Baba gave a tiny

nod, but when Aunt Mei nudged him again, he said, “Be good, and listen to your aunt.” He did

not look at me when he said this, but at that time, I only vaguely wondered why.It was hardly

past the hour of the ox when Aunt Mei shook me awake. The sun wouldn’t even rise for ages.

But today was special, and the earlier it started the better! I hopped out of the bed I shared

with Wei, who was still snoring underneath the goatskin rugs.I clawed at the itchy spots on my

back that came from sleeping on a straw bed, then threw on a white linen robe. The autumn

breeze attacked me as soon as I stepped out into the darkness. I wrapped my braid around my

neck like a scarf and sprinted for the nearest public well. Unlike the nice prayer well at the

shrine, this was just a hole in the ground built up with a couple of wooden beams. The flat

wooden surface next to the well was where people showered and did their laundry, and a drain

led the water out to the farmlands.I grabbed one of the buckets on the side and lowered it into

the well. When I emptied half its content over my head, I braced myself.“Ai, ma!” I gasped. The

water felt like a sheet of ice daggers. And my bathrobe now stuck to me like a second layer of

skin. I scrubbed myself with a rag and as much haste as I could before emptying the rest of the

bucket onto myself.When I arrived back in our hut, Aunt Mei already had a fire going in the

stone hearth and was making congee.“Zao an, Aunt Mei,” I greeted her before darting into my

room.“Put on your hanfu,” Aunt Mei said. “We’re getting a new one for you this year, so we’ll

need your measurements.”Did Aunt Mei really say new hanfu? I bundled up my robe and

squealed into it. Hanfu were fancy, semiformal clothing that men and women wore during major

festivals, and the ones sold in bigger towns were expensive. The only one I had was one

Grandmama had made me for my eighth birthday. It had a white, cross-lapelled top and a pale

orange full skirt with motifs of pink and purple peonies above a white underlayer. The skirt had

a yaoqun that went around the waist like a thick band and was secured in place with a pale

green sash.It’d be nice to do a simple little faji to match my dress, so I grabbed a couple of

ribbons and began to braid the topmost portion of my hair. It occurred to me as I brushed the

rest that eleven was beginning to feel like an age of breakthroughs—tea-drying for the first

time, my first offering to the guardian, visiting a new city, getting a new hanfu…new adventure,

new experiences!I had no idea then how true my thoughts were to become.Aunt Mei and I set

out downhill for Baihe town before sunrise. We spent almost an entire day on a horse carriage

that went straight to Xiawan. By the time our vehicle passed through the towering stone-carved

gates of the city, my behind already felt like it could use a trip to the acupuncturist. I couldn’t

bear to sit on it a moment longer. Besides, there was too much to see out the window. Xiawan

was so huge and vibrant. Baihe town, where our family sold our produce every weekend,

wasn’t even half the size of this one.“Aunt Mei, look! There’s a man doing kung fu on the

streets.”I shifted onto my knees in my seat and turned to look behind our carriage as we

passed a crowd gathered around a burly, half-naked man who was flourishing a Chinese

broadsword. “Look at that huge weapon he’s wielding! Aren’t yamen officials the only ones who

are allowed to carry swords and spears? Isn’t it illegal?”Aunt Mei gave my already sore behind

a sharp slap. “Sit down, child!” she scolded. “You make yourself out to be silly and unrefined

when you prattle on like that. Sit properly. It is very rude to climb up on your seat.”I sulked and

slid back down into my seat. My behind didn’t need any more abusing. But I still kept my eyes

peeled. Wei would love to hear stories when we returned home.Unlike Huanan, most of the

buildings in Xiawan were big, grand, and at least two levels high. The main street was paved

neatly with stones all the same size, and instead of stalls of food flanking it, there were rows of



restaurants with people flooding in and out of them like waves. There was an open theater

farther down the road, where it seemed like hundreds of people were watching a zaju

performed by actors with the most bizarre face paintings.People covered the streets like ants

on an anthill. I had fun trying to tell the different classes of people apart through their outfits.

There were those who dressed in plain robes with unattractive braids and buns, much like the

people in our village, but I imagined the people in thick, colorful hanfu with the most elaborate

headgears and hairstyles to be from rich and distinguished families. We even saw yamen

officials who worked for the local magistrate patrolling the streets in their red-and-black

uniforms, their handsome swords hanging from their waistbands.As our driver hollered out for

pedestrians to make way, the cart trundled past an enormous temple that honored the local

guardian jing of Xiawan. If I could read, I’d be able to tell from the bloodred sign over the

entrance arch what kind of jing the city worshipped. Would it be something stronger than the

Great Golden Huli Jing of Huanan? Unlike our cozy village shrine, this temple was entirely

whitewashed, and at least ten times bigger, so most likely Xiawan had a more powerful jing…

but I didn’t like the idea of any other jing being stronger than our guardian.“I wonder who the

tutelary spirit of this place is,” I asked, but directed the question at no one in particular so Aunt

Mei could ignore me if she chose to. To my surprise, our driver spoke.“Young lady, Xiawan

worships one of the most powerful and menacing jing in the region—the White Lady Baigu.”A

baigu jing. I’d heard of those. Baba said they were also known as jing of white bones, risen

from…“So that means she’s one of those jing that rose from human bones?”The driver nodded.

“Though nobody I know has ever seen the guardian in the flesh, excuse the pun.” He laughed

at his own joke before continuing. “You’d do well not to speak ill of her. No one knows what

she’s capable of, but none of us are eager to find out, either.”As we went farther into the city,

the streets grew narrower. Here, smaller shops and private homes lined the sides in neat rows,

and down one of these roads, our cart stopped in front of a shop that sold fabrics. Then Aunt

Mei grabbed the sides of my shoulders and shook them.“Now, you be on your best behavior.

Don’t speak unless spoken to.” She was clearly unhappy with my behavior on the carriage.

Although uncertain why this was necessary for a mere visit to the dressmaker, I lowered my

gaze and nodded.I stepped into the shop and thought we had been swallowed by a rainbow.

The walls of the shop were lined with rolls upon rolls of beautiful fabric of every shade, texture,

and material. Some had multiple tones of colors, others had intricate brocades or smooth

surfaces with sleek sheens; some were gauzy and translucent, and some even had beads that

sparkled like stars sewn onto them. I sighed. How lovely it would be to have a dress made from

any of these fabrics.Aunt Mei greeted the old shopkeeper and was led toward the back of the

shop, disappearing behind a veil of bead curtains.I inhaled deeply. The smell of freshly dyed

and pressed fabric was unfamiliar—rich, and a little sour. I ran my fingers over the surface of a

piece of white silk. It felt so soft under my skin that it could’ve been woven from fluffy clouds.

Dared I ask Aunt Mei if I could have this cloth for my new hanfu? I loved white, for it reminded

me of beautiful things like snow and fields of cotton, but Grandmama always said no because

black and white were colors for the dead.I was just admiring the intricate beadwork on the next

roll of fabric, when someone called my name. I whirled around and stood at attention, facing

Aunt Mei as she reappeared from behind the curtains with another woman by her side. Casting

a warning glance in my direction, Aunt Mei turned to the woman and spoke in the nicest tone I

had ever heard from her.“Mrs. Guo, may I present to you my niece, Li Jing.”“Nin hao, Mrs. Guo.”

I did a traditional curtsy, then kept my head bowed and eyes averted, for it was considered

rude for children to lift their heads and look into the eyes of respectable adults.Then I heard

footsteps, and very soon, a pair of red shoes embroidered with golden threads appeared in my



line of vision. My chin was lifted up, and when I beheld what stood in front of me, I almost had

to bite my tongue to keep from gasping.
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Minister Evil, “Highly recommended for grades 5 and up!. It is a highly engaging story, in

addition to being culturally educational. It sets itself up for a sequel, which I do hope we get.

The author does a very good job at activating the imagination and she does so with a very

consistent and very vivid style. The only drawback was having to stop to look up some terms

and cultural references, but that wasn't too much of a distraction and it's a skill children need to

get into the habit of doing, anyway, so in a way, that is also a good thing. I highly recommend

this book not just for children, but for pretty much anyone who wants to (provided they're at the

reading level I mentioned in the headline).”

Kimberly Sabatini, “A Cultural and Magical Delight. I loved so many things about this book. The

characters were interesting and addictive, the cultural information was fascinating and the

magic was intriguing and seamlessly woven into the story. Additionally, I can't forget to mention

the gorgeous cover. Definitely one to read. I can't wait to find out what Lim writes next.”

Wendy Strong, “About Crystal Ribbon. A lovely book for a young lady, who loves to read!”

Massiecrew, “Great read!. Excellent read! My students loved it!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good!. I love it!”

Ken Wei, “Five Stars. Lovely story of a mysterious girl ...”

Jessica at Cracking the Cover, “Celeste Lim blends magic and reality. The Crystal Ribbon

would be very hard to read if not for the magical elements author Celeste Lim has weaved

throughout. The harsh realities of a poor girl living in 1100s China are hard to swallow. Instead,

there’s a sense of wonder and justice throughout that lightens the load.Lim’s prose is elegant
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and accessible. She deftly includes definitions of Chinese words that help give context as well

as an air of authenticity.More than once while reading The Crystal Ribbon I questioned the

suggested age range. Even though Jing is 12, the book read older. This was not just because

of the language, but the situations in which Jing finds herself. Most 8-year-olds are not going to

understand what a concubine is, and this could lead to some confusion and difficult

conversations parents aren’t quite ready for. I suggest this for older/mature middle-graders and

young adults.*I received an advanced reader copy from by the publisher in exchange for my

honest and unbiased review.”

C. Collier, “I loved the elements of magical realism. This was a hard book for me to read. I loved

the elements of magical realism, but struggled with aspects related to cultural patterns--

especially in women's rights and mistreatment. It was neat getting a glimpse into a time period

of China that I know relatively little about. The difference between social statuses was reflective

of any time period and any culture, but were more pronounced by the contrasts, which was a

beautiful way to set them off.What really bothered me:1. That a child of 11 could be bartered

off as a "wife."2. The silence expected on the behalf of Jing regarding, well, everything. There's

respecting your elders, and then there's being abused and shamed into silence.3. Names and

words. I struggled with cultural names and regular insertion of foreign words. They pulled me

out of the story.Things I loved:1. Seeing the world through a different culture.2. Understanding

the ideas of nature and spirit worship.3. The magical aspects of the story and good spirits

watching out for people.4. That Jing found a happy ending despite all she went through.This

book is beautiful, but although it is marketed to middle grade readers, I advise parents to be

discerning. My 12 year old read it and appreciated the story, but she reads a wide variety of

genres. If your child is not mature enough to face the concept of a "chinglou" (look it up),

perhaps skip this one for now.Overall, this was a beautiful journey about coming into one's own

and developing the strength to stand on your own two feet. For that reason, I do recommend

that is book to readers.”

Rahul, “Amazing book!!!. This book is Amazing : ) ... A MUST READ!!!AND it can be read by

both kids and adults... ”
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